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Abstract. Recent studies of solar wind MHD turbulence
show that current-sheet-like structures are common in the so-
lar wind and they are a significant source of solar wind MHD
turbulence intermittency. While numerical simulations have
suggested that such structures can arise from non-linear in-
teractions of MHD turbulence, a recent study byBorovsky
(2006), upon analyzing one year worth of ACE data, sug-
gests that these structures may represent the magnetic walls
of flux tubes that separate solar wind plasma into distinct
bundles and these flux tubes are relic structures originating
from boundaries of supergranules on the surface of the Sun.
In this work, we examine whether there are such structures
in the Earth’s magnetotail, an environment vastly different
from the solar wind. We use high time resolution magnetic
field data of the FGM instrument onboard Cluster C1 space-
craft. The orbits of Cluster traverse through both the solar
wind and the Earth’s magnetosheath and magnetotail. This
makes its dataset ideal for studying differences between solar
wind MHD turbulence and that inside the Earth’s magneto-
sphere. For comparison, we also perform the same analysis
when Cluster C1 is in the solar wind. Using a data anal-
ysis procedure first introduced inLi (2007, 2008), we find
that current-sheet-like structures can be clearly identified in
the solar wind. However, similar structures do not exist in-
side the Earth’s magnetotail. This result can be naturally ex-
plained if these structures have a solar origin as proposed by
Borovsky(2006). With such a scenario, current analysis of
solar wind MHD turbulence needs to be improved to include
the effects due to these curent-sheet-like structures.
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1 Introduction

Solar wind provides us a great opportunity to study magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence in a collisionless plasma.
Since 1960s, a great amount of work on MHD turbulence
has been performed by many workers (seeTu and Marsch,
1995; Goldstein et al., 1995; Bruno and Carbone, 2005, for
extensive reviews). The MHD turbulence bears many sim-
ilarities to its hydrodynamic sibling which was studied first
by Kolmogorov(1941) (hereafter K41 theory), but differs in
many aspects due to the presence of a strong magnetic field
(Iroshnikov, 1963; Kraichnan, 1965; Biskamp, 1993). In the
past several decades, the launches of multiple spacecraft, no-
ticeably Voyager, Helios, WIND, Ulysses and Cluster, have
accumulated a significant amount of data on plasma density
ρ, flow speedU , and magnetic fieldB with a resolution that
is not available in terrestrial laboratories. These data have
revealed valuable information about solar wind MHD turbu-
lence and its dynamical evolution.

A central topic of the solar wind MHD turbulence that
is gaining more attention is intermittency. In a collision-
less plasma such as the solar wind, intermittency arises be-
cause the fluctuations of magnetic field and fluid velocity
are not scale invariant as conjectured in the K41 theory.
Roughly speaking, intermittency reflects how turbulence is
unevenly distributed in space. Mathematically, intermittency
describes how a structure functionSp

q (l) varies with the or-
derp. HereS

p
q (l) is thep-th order structure function defined

for a physcial quantityq (q can be, e.g.,v|| or B) through,

S
p
q (l) =< |q(x) − q(x + l)|p >≈ lζp . (1)

In the above, the quantityζp is the scaling exponent ofSp
q (l)

and is in general a function ofp. In the absence of inter-
mittency,ζp=p/m wherem=3 and 4 for normal fluid and
magnetofluid, respectively. Any deviation from this linear
dependence indicates the presence of intermittency.
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In the context of solar wind MHD turbulence, the first
study of intermittency was done byBurlaga, in a series of
papers (Burlaga, 1991a,b,c), Burlaga, using Voyager data at
various heliocentric distances, showed that theζp associ-
ated with fluctuating solar wind speed is not linear withp.
Later, Marsch and Liu(1993) analyzed Helios data in the
inner heliosphere and showed that not only intermittency ex-
ists in the solar wind, but its strength can also differ much
depending on plasma properties: small scales are more in-
termittent than large scales and slow wind is more inter-
mittent than fast wind. Since the work ofMarsch and Liu
(1993), studies on the intermittent character of solar wind
have been widely reported (e.g.,Marsch and Tu, 1994, 1997;
Carbone et al., 1995a,b; Ruzmaikin et al., 1995; Tu and
Marsch, 1996; Horbury et al., 1996, 1997; Bruno et al., 1999,
2001, 2003, 2004; Veltri et al., 2005; Salem et al., 2007).
Among these,Ruzmaikin et al.(1995) attempted to relate in-
termittency with specific solar wind turbulence models. They
showed that if one reduces the measured spectral index of
magnetic field fluctuations by an amount governed by the in-
termittency scaling exponent, then the reduced power spec-
tral index yields a scaling agreeing with the random-phase
Alfv énic turbulence model ofKraichnan(1965) for magneto-
fluid. Attempts to include the effects of intermittency in so-
lar wind turbulence model have also been reported byTu and
Marsch(1996), who tried to integrate thep-model of Men-
eveau and Sreenivasan (1987) to the Tu (1988) model of a
developing turbulence. Clearly, these works suggested that a
good understanding of the solar wind intermittency is neces-
sary for a good understanding of solar wind turbulence.

A very important intermittent structure in the solar wind
is current sheet. A current sheet is a 2-D structure where the
magnetic field direction changes significantly from one side
to the other. Recently,Veltri and Mangeney(1999) exam-
ined magnetic field and fluid velocity data from ISEE space
experiment and found that the current sheet is a major source
for solar wind MHD turbulence intermittency. Using a Haar
wavelets technique,Veltri and Mangeney(1999) calculated
power spectra and structure functions for a time range be-
tween 1 min to about 1 day. Their results showed that in so-
lar wind (a magneto-fluid) the most intermittent structures
are current sheets where magnetic field rotates by an angle
of about 120–130 degrees. This differs from ordinary fluids
where the most intermittent structures are two-dimensional
vortices. In a related study, using Helios 2 data at 0.9 AU,
Bruno et al.(2001) performed a minimum variance analysis
to study how the solar wind magnetic field vector evolves for
several selected time periods. By plotting the trajectory of the
tip of the magnetic field vector in the minimum variance ref-
erence system,Bruno et al.(2001) showed that the magnetic
field direction at times undergo abrupt changes, implying the
presence of current sheet. Besides trying to identify current
sheet in the solar wind,Veltri and Mangeney(1999) also
pointed out that by using a conditional sampling scheme, one
can eliminate the intermittency effects in the power spectra of

the turbulence, thus providing a possible distinguishment of
nonlinear cascade of Kolmogorov type from Kraichnan type
in the solar wind. Clearly, to properly discern which cascad-
ing is taking place, identification of current sheet in the solar
wind is crucial.

While the analyses ofVeltri and Mangeney(1999), Veltri
et al. (2005) andBruno et al.(2001) suggested that current
sheet can be quite common in the solar wind, the orgin of it is
still puzzling. On the one hand, numerical MHD simulations
by Zhou et al.(2004) showed that nonlinear interactions in
the solar wind can lead to the generation of current sheet;
similarly study byChang et al.(2004) also showed that start-
ing from an isotropic initial condition, non-linear interactions
in the solar wind can naturally lead to the emergence of vari-
ous coherent structures, including current sheet. On the other
hand,Borovsky(2006), on examining one-year worth mag-
netic field data from ACE spacecraft, has suggested that these
current sheets could be “magnetic walls” of flux tubes in the
solar wind and they are the relic structures in the solar wind
which can be traced back to the surface of the Sun as the
boundaries of supergranules. Because they are boundaries of
supergranules, they separate solar wind plasmas into various
distinct regions. In this picture, current sheets are carried out
by the solar wind and the plasma in the solar wind are bun-
dled in “spaghetti-like” flux tubes with granules being the
footpoints on the surface of the Sun. We note that the concept
of flux tube is an old idea. It has been first proposed some 40
years ago as an attempt to explain the modulation of cosmic
rays byBartley(1966) andMcCracken and Ness(1966) and
later was adopted byMariani et al.(1973) to explain the ob-
served variations in the occurrence rate of discontinuities in
interplanetary magnetic field.

The suggestion of (Borovsky, 2006) is particularly inter-
esting in that it conjectures that many (if not all) current
sheets in the solar wind are relic structures in the solar wind,
not generated by non-linear interactions such as shown by
Zhou et al.(2004). If this is indeed the case, then these flux
tubes will introduce an extra source of intermittency which
is not intrinsic to the solar wind MHD turbulence. Clearly,
to obtain a proper understanding of the solar wind MHD tur-
bulence, it is important to separate this extra source of in-
termittency from those that are intrinsic of the solar wind
turbulence which are caused by non-linear interactions. In
this work, as an attempt to identify the origin of current sheet
in the solar wind, we perform a detailed data analysis to an-
swer a related question: “are there similar current-sheet-like
structures in another mangetofluid that differs from the so-
lar wind?” In particular, we ask “are there current-sheet-like
structures like those in the solar wind in the Earth’s magneto-
tail?” Obviously, if such current-sheet-like structures do ex-
ist in the Earth’s magnetotail where no supergranule bound-
aries can be identified, then these structures are most likely
generated by non-linear interactions of MHD turbulence and
the suggestion of (Borovsky, 2006) is doubtful. If, how-
ever, no such current-sheet-like structures are found in the
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Earth’s magnetotail, then whatBorovsky (2006) suggested
could be correct. Of course, failing to find current-sheet-like
structures by itself does not necessarily prove the correctness
of the Borovsky(2006) proposal. It could be very possible
that because the plasma environments of the solar wind and
the Earth’s magnetotail are vastly different, current sheet-like
structures do not easily develop in the Earth’s magnetotail
although other types of intermittent structures may emerge
Chang(1999).

To answer the question of “are there similar current-sheet-
like structures in another mangetofluid that differs from the
solar wind?”, we perform in this work, the same data analy-
sis in both the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetotail using
data from the same instrument onboard Cluster C1. By re-
stricting ourselves to using data from Cluster C1 only, we
ensure that our analysis is error-free from using different in-
struments. Our analysis is based on a newly developed pro-
cedure reported in (Li , 2007, 2008). This technique makes
use of high time resolution magnetic field data and can be
used to effectively identify current-sheet-like structures in a
plasma. For our analysis, we use magnetic field data from
Cluster C1 spacecraft. The orbits of Cluster traverse through
both the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetosheath and mag-
netotail, making its dataset the most suitable for our study.

In the following, we first briefly discuss the technique used
in (Li , 2007, 2008) in Sect.2. We then present our period
selection and the corresponding data analysis in Sect.3. We
conclude in Sect.4.

2 Current sheets andζ -scaling ofF(θ, ζ )

To examine the existence of flux-tube-like structures in the
solar wind, Li (2007, 2008) introduced a systematic data
analysis procedure. This procedure consists of two steps.
The first step is a statistical study, allowing one to verify the
existence of these structures. The second step can be used to
locate the exact locations of individual current sheets. Here
we briefly outline the first step of the procedure, which is
most relevant to this study.

Consider a time series of magnetic field dataB(ti) where
i=1, 2, ....N are time indices. One can define a tensorR(ζ ),

Rα,β(ζ ) =< b̂α(t)b̂β(t + ζ ) > (2)

whereα andβ are two Cartesian indices in any orthogonal
coordinate system, for example, the Inertial Heliographic co-
ordinate system (IHS) and̂b=B/B is the unit magnetic field
vector. Taking the trace ofR(ζ ), one obtains a coordinate
independent quantity (Li , 2007),

T r[R(ζ )] =< b̂(t) · b̂(t + ζ ) > . (3)

Clearly,T r[R(ζ )] is the ensemble average of the cosine of
the angle between̂b(t) and b̂(t+ζ ). If we now define the

probability density of finding an angle betweenb̂(t) and
b̂(t+ζ ) within θ andθ+δθ to bef (θ, ζ ), then we have,

< b̂(t) · b̂(t + ζ ) >=

∫
f (θ, ζ ) cosθdθ. (4)

Using the magnetic field data,f (θ, ζ ) can be computed
through,

f (θ, ζ )1θ =
N ζ (θ < θ ′ < θ + 1θ)

N ζ (0 < θ ′ < π)
. (5)

HereN ζ (θ<θ ′<θ+1θ) is the number of measurement pairs
where the angle between̂b(t) andb̂(t+ζ ) is within the range
of (θ , θ+1θ ) andN ζ (0<θ ′<π) is the total number of mea-
surements. If the total time period isT and the time resolu-
tion of the data isδ, one can show that,

N ζ (0 ≤ θ ≤ π) = (T − ζ )/δ ≈ T/δ. (6)

where we assumedT �ζ (T ∼ a day andζ∼ minutes). Hence
N ζ (0≤θ≤π) is independent ofζ . We next define the inte-
grated distribution functionF(θ, ζ ) through,

F(θ, ζ ) =

∫ π

θ

dθ ′f (θ ′, ζ ) =
N ζ (θ < θ ′ < π)

N ζ (0 < θ ′ < π)
. (7)

ClearlyF(θ, ζ ) represents the frequency of having the mea-
sured angle larger thanθ .

The essence of the method introduced in (Li , 2007, 2008)
to identify current sheets in the solar wind is the following:
if there are magnetic walls separating plasma into individ-
ual flux tubes where the magnetic field directions change
significantly between adjacent flux tubes, then the quantity
N ζ (θ<θ ′<π) and consequently the integrated distribution
functionF(θ, ζ ) shall scale linearly with the time separation
ζ whenθ is larger than some critical angleθ0, i.e.,

F(θ, Nζ) ∼ NF(θ, ζ ) when θ > θ0. (8)

On the contrary, if no such a wall exists in the data, then the
scaling law of Eq. (8) does not hold.

Using magnetic field data from Ulysses spacecraft, (Li ,
2007) found that the scaling law of Eq. (8) does indeed ex-
ist in the solar wind. Furthermore, current sheets seem to
be ubiquitous in the solar wind. It exists in both solar max-
imum and solar minimum, at high latitude (fast wind) and
near ecliptic plane (slow wind), near 1 AU and as far as 5 AU.
This ubiquity can be explained by either (A) current sheets
being the magnetic walls of flux tubes, which are relic struc-
tures of granules on the solar surface or (B) current sheets
being a common intermittent structure of MHD turbulence
arising naturally due to non-linear interactions. Of course,
(A) and (B) are not mutually exclusive and both can con-
tribute. To better understand the origin of flux tubes in the
solar wind, it is necessary that we examine plasmas that are
different from solar wind. For this purpose, planetary magne-
tospheres and in particular, Earth’s magnetosphere is our best
candidate. In the next section, we discuss our data analysis
using magnetic field data in both the solar wind and Earth’s
magnetotail from Cluster spacecraft.
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Fig. 1. Cluster orbits projected onto the x-y and x-z planes during
the time period selected in this study. The upper panel shows the
orbit when the Cluster was in the solar wind on 22 February 2001
(period A), and the lower panel in the magnetotail on 17 August
2004 (period B). The line segments marked by red color indicate
the time periods selected in this study. In the upper panel the bow
shock location is shown as the dashed line.

3 Data analysis and results

For our study, we use magnetic field data from the Flux
Gate Magnetometer (FGM) on-board spacecraft Cluster C1
(Balogh et al., 2001). Although Clsuter mission consists of
multiple spacecraft, we use data from Cluster C1 only. This
is to ensure our analysis is error-free from using multiple in-
struments/spacecraft. FGM on-board Cluster C1 has a high
time resolution of 22.5 Hz (in this study we use data with a
5 Hz resolution). A time resolution as high as 5 Hz guaran-
tees enough data points for a relatively short period, crucial
for our study as Cluster C1 only spends∼1 day in the solar
wind and/or Earth’s magnetotail at a time.

We examine the magnetic field data for two time periods,
one in the solar wind and the other inside Earth’s magneto-
tail. The two periods selected for this study are shown in
Fig. 1. Period A corresponds to the whole day 053 of 2001;
during this period Cluster C1 is in the solar wind. Period B
corresponds to day 229 of 2004, from 06:00 to 16:00; dur-
ing this period Cluster 1 is in the Earth’s magnetotail. Note
that in selecting period A, it is important to ensure that the
influence from the Earth’s bow shock is minimized. This
is because at the parallel portion of the Earth’s bow shock,
wave activities, in particular ULF waves are commonly ob-

served. To ensure our data are free from contaminations of
wave activities, we require period A to be in the perpendicu-
lar portion of the bow shock.

The results of our analysis are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig-
ure2 plotsF(θ, ζ ) as function ofθ . The upper panel is for
period A, when Cluster C1 is in the solar wind; the lower
panel is for period B, when Cluster C1 is inside Earth’s mag-
netotail. In both panels, solid black curves are forζ=20 s,
solid red curves forζ=40 s, solid blue curves forζ=60 s,
solid magenta curves forζ=80 s, dash black curves for
ζ=100 s, dash red curves forζ=100 s, and dash blue curves
for ζ=140 s. From the figure, we find thatF(θ, ζ ) for dif-
ferentζs for period A are nicely ordered with respect toθ .
Furthermore, when 50◦<θ<90◦, curves for differentζs are
parallel to each other. As will be shown in the next figure,
this parallel behavior reflects a linear dependence ofF(θ, ζ )

on ζ , a strong evidence for the existence of flux tubes in the
solar wind (Li , 2007, 2008). In contrast to this nice ordering
of F(θ, ζ ) for period A,F(θ, ζ )s for period B show no clear
ζ dependence. Indeed, at some largeθs (>85◦), F(θ, ζ ) for
a largerζ (e.g., 140 s) can be even smaller thanF(θ, ζ ) for a
smallerζ (e.g., 80 s), exhibiting no scaling onζ .

Figure3 plotsF(θ, ζ ) as a function ofζ . The upper panel
is for period A and the lower panel for period B. In both pan-
els, fourθ values, 50◦ (red), 60◦ (blue), 70◦ (purple) and 80◦

(orange) are plotted. Each curve contains data points from a
total of 15ζ ’s. For period A (i.e., in the solar wind), the lin-
ear dependence ofF(θ, ζ ) on ζ is easily seen. For period B
(i.e., within the Earth’s magnetotail), no linear dependence
of F(θ, ζ ) onζ is found. Note that implicit in the above pro-
cedure is the assumption of a reasonable knowledge ofθ0,
which can be estimated from Fig.2 by comparing 2F(θ, ζ )

with F(θ, 2ζ ) and find theθ above which these two curves
overlap with each other. Below the critical angleθ0, the main
contribution ofF(θ, ζ ) is from smallθs that are dominated
by measurements made within the same flux tube, where the
relationship in Eq. (8) does not hold.

Figure3 is our most important result. Several conclusions
can be readily drawn from it. First, the fact that the scal-
ing law of Eq. (8) only holds in the solar wind but not in
the Earth’s magnetotail suggests that current-sheet-like struc-
tures, at least those similar to that found in the solar wind, do
not exist in the Earth’s magnetotail. Since our analysis is
done using data from the same instrument onboard Cluster
C1 spacecraft for both the solar wind and Earth’s magneto-
tail, this is a very robust conclusion. This finding is con-
sistent with the suggestion ofBorovsky(2006) where these
current sheets in the solar wind are magnetic walls of flux
tubes that have a solar origin. Since in the Earth’s mag-
netotail, there are no such structures, the absence of these
current-sheet-like structures is not surprising. However, our
results should not be over-interpreted as an affirmative evi-
dence for the Borovsky’s proposal. The absence of current-
sheet-like structures in the Earth’s magnetotail does not mean
these structures in the solar wind must have a solar origin.
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Indeed, these structures in the solar wind may still be the re-
sult of non-linear interactions of MHD turbulence and they
do not emerge in the Earth’s magnetotail could be because
the plasma environments of the solar wind and the Earth’s

magnetotail are vastly different, so that current sheets do not
easily develop in the Earth’s magnetotail, although other in-
termittent structures may emerge (Chang, 1999). If this is the
case, then it would be very interesting to investigate what are
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favorable conditions for current sheets to emerge in the solar
wind. Secondly, if indeed this scaling law in the solar wind is
due to the existence of flux tubes, then one must be cautious
in analyzing, for example, the power spectrum and structure
functions of the turbulence. This is because the existence of
magnetic walls will cause an “artificial” glitch in the mag-
netic field direction and this glitch will affect the calculation
of power spectrum and structure functions since these quan-
tities are ensemble averages of 2-point correlation functions.
Clearly, a proper understanding of the intrinsic solar wind
MHD turbulence requires a data analysis scheme which can
remove the effects of these current sheets. Indeed, in the
work of Veltri and Mangeney(1999), a conditioned structure
functions technique was introduced in obtaining the scaling
properties of solar wind fluctuations by removing the data
points representing current sheets from the analysis. A gen-
eralization of this technique was reported recently bySalem
et al. (2007), who, upon analyzing magnetic field and fluid
velocity data from WIND spacecraft, recovered the linear
scaling properties of the fluctuations (δB andδU ) in the in-
ertial range by removing contributions from various coherent
structures, including current sheets.

Assuming measurements withθ>50◦ in Fig. 3 repre-
sent flux tube crossings, then Fig.3 also allows us to es-
timate the relative probability of the angle changes. By
fitting the four curves as straight lines, we obtain the
four slopes of dF/dζs, from the top to the bottom,
2.69×10−4, 1.65×10−4, 9.76×10−5, 6.65×10−5, respec-
tively. Denoten(θ1, θ2) as the number of measurements
with θ1<θ<θ2, then we find, to a good approximation,
n(50◦, 60◦):n(60◦, 70◦):n(70◦, 80◦)=10.9:6.74:3.11. Thus,
the frequency of finding a change of magnetic field direction
between two flux tubes in the angles of (50◦, 60◦) is about 1.5
times that between (60◦, 70◦), which is in turn about twice
that between (70◦, 80◦).

At smaller anglesθ<θ0, F(θ, ζ )s in the solar wind do
not obey theζ scaling law. Presumably this population of
F(θ, ζ ) at θ<θ0 corresponds to measurements whereb̂(t)

and b̂(t+ζ ) are within the same flux tube. We expect this
population to describe local intrinsic turbulence in the so-
lar wind, where each flux tube can be regarded as a sample
(instance) of the ensemble of solar wind plasma. The ex-
istence of the flux tubes, however, introduces another time
(length) scale to the problem and causes a second popula-
tion of f (θ, ζ ) to emerge. This second population off (θ, ζ )

leads to an “artificial” contribution to the correlation function
Rb̂(ζ ) as well as the power spectrum and structure functions.
It is important for one to remove the effects due to these cur-
rent sheets in analyzing solar wind MHD turbulence and un-
derstanding its intermittent characteristics.

4 Conclusions

Using magnetic field data from Cluster C1 spacecraft, we ex-
amine in this paper the integrated probability densityF(θ, ζ )

and itsζ dependence in two plasma environments: the solar
wind and the Earth’s magnetotail. Our results show that at
a givenθ>θ0, F(θ, ζ ) increases linearly withζ in the so-
lar wind, satisfying the scaling law Eq. (8). On the contrary,
there is no such scaling law operating in Earth’s magneto-
tail. This result reveals that while current-sheet-like struc-
tures exist in the solar wind, similar structures do not exist
inside the Earth’s magnetotail. This is consistent with the
scenario proposed byBorovsky(2006) where current-sheet-
like structures in the solar wind are magnetic walls of relic
flux tubes having a solar origin. However, our result does
not necessarily prove the correctness of theBorovsky(2006)
proposal. One may argue that the fact that this scaling law of
ζ is absent within the Earth’s magnetotail because current-
sheet-like structures can not easily develop in an environment
such as the Earth’s magnetotail. If, however, these current
sheets in the solar wind are indeed flux tube boundaries that
have a solar origin, then our present day analysis of solar
wind turbulence needs to be improved because these struc-
tures will inevitably introduce a source of MHD turbulence
intermittency. A conditioned structure functions technique
used inVeltri and Mangeney(1999) and recently inSalem et
al. (2007) may help to remove these artificial contributions
from these current-sheet-like structures.
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